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30 Nov Clare Norris @NorrisClare
"Stay dry unless getting wet in the rain is what you're looking for." -Nabil #2012WLACRetreat

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat SPECIAL REQUEST : Blue Group 2 is the best! pic.twitter.com/9Yag9Jsy

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Mary Jo speaking pic.twitter.com/Tb3E27kJ

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Art and Crafts pic.twitter.com/4uIhrBOw

30 Nov Mary Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Time for prizes! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/jH3ioGif

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Lots of creativity in the room pic.twitter.com/OqlSyZGI

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Everyone is up working in FA 205 pic.twitter.com/EDD4R7zV

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat More great work pic.twitter.com/TZLAtDTp

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Group 4 Blue Group pic.twitter.com/jALqE776

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Group 3 getting ready to create good work pic.twitter.com/y38Yd0i

30 Nov Clare Norris @NorrisClare
Prizes! #2012WLACRetreat
30 Nov
Shalamon Duke®@drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Helen Young teaching :-) pic.twitter.com/zmSQLsHe
View photo

30 Nov
Shalamon Duke®@drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/yEvkw04t
View photo

30 Nov
Shalamon Duke®@drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Getting ready with fellow colleagues pic.twitter.com/DlpNHenr
View photo

30 Nov
Clare Norris®@NorrisClare
Bring life to West. Keep learning! #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

30 Nov
kenyatta bakeer®@kenyattab1
Great Day, we at West LA, Faculty, Staff, and Students are all moving towards "perfection"
#2012wlacretreat
Expand

30 Nov
Clare Norris®@NorrisClare
A failure is failing to discover a weakness. #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

30 Nov
Mary-Jo Apigo®@itsmaryjo
The Forest of Continuous Improvement #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

30 Nov
Mary-Jo Apigo®@itsmaryjo
Not enough time to teach and participate in meetings #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

30 Nov
Rebecca®@ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat use LR earlier I'm the semester so that we can use it for planning for the year pic.twitter.com/ZpzS7eCH
View photo

30 Nov
Rebecca®@ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat discussing the improvements are most needed pic.twitter.com/vJGPCDo4
View photo

30 Nov
Clare Norris®@NorrisClare
I'd like to see Nabil stand there and wave his arms. #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

30 Nov
Rebecca®@ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat what improvements do we most need?
Expand
30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
document | integrate | communicate #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Rebecca ORP West
#2012WLACRetreat we need to learn more about the budget process and about shared governance Expand
30 Nov  Clare Norris NorrisClare
There is always something else to learn! #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Rebecca ORP West
#2012WLACRetreat Passion is so important on inspiring student success Expand
30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
How are decisions made in the budget process? #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
We forget what our students don't know that they don't know #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Rebecca ORP West
#2012WLACRetreat how do teachers teach students to be successful? pic.twitter.com/PkmnYxXw View photo
30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
How do teachers relate the experience of success to students? #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Clare Norris NorrisClare
What do our committees do? #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Need increased awareness about service learning outcomes and service area outcomes #2012WLACRetreat Expand
30 Nov  Rebecca ORP West
#2012WLACRetreat how do SLOs apply to service areas? pic.twitter.com/8BJUavBg View photo
30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Communicate committee titles, and descriptions, and membership info #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/AAe2f9tr View photo
Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat need more information about College Council

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat what is still not clear ... Or, what do you want to know more about?

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat learned about the budget cuts and how they affect and hurt everyone

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat SLOs are in every syllabi

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Overarching was a new concept related to SLOs

Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Learned new word: "overarching" with respect to identifying outcomes

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat discussing what we learned

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Matthew asked us to report out on things we learned and any ah ha moments

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Matthew Lee emphasizes integration and connections in planning

Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Agyeman takes notes about what we learned today while others count votes for best poster
#2012WLACRetreat last minute vote for over all best poster pic.twitter.com/Bxb89LR8
View photo

30 Nov  Clare Norris @NorrisClare
Dessert! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/TIVO5pfu
View photo

30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
The polls are closed #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/otU6PzAc
View photo

30 Nov  Clare Norris @NorrisClare
#2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/nZa2ZMLU
View photo

30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Planning Retreat to kickoff Program Review #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/s9ugvC7J
View photo

30 Nov  Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Group 7 poster pic.twitter.com/1y9Ap9JI
View photo

30 Nov  Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Group 6 poster pic.twitter.com/W33p36PN
View photo

30 Nov  Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Group 8 poster pic.twitter.com/7dzBvzhs
View photo

30 Nov  Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat Group 5 poster pic.twitter.com/aQI9agNt
View photo

30 Nov  Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Faculty and staff explaining the process pic.twitter.com/UesVbRec
View photo

30 Nov  Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat sharing ideas about program review pic.twitter.com/sx1gbcW1
View photo

30 Nov  Clare Norris @NorrisClare
Go Lorraine! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/BAHsCoeU
View photo

30 Nov  Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat The process is blasting off! pic.twitter.com/xmbM3Ith
View photo

30 Nov  Rebecca @ORP_West
The group is discussing what they learned from the poster - good job!

another Green Group poster

OK

working on the posters about program review and the Ed Master Plan

Getting ready to help us wrap up and bring it all together

Robert explains his group's poster.

ASO is present and apart of the overall process!

Who will Glen and Steve vote for?

more poster discussions

here's another group studying a poster about program review

Casting a vote in the red room

a group talks about the poster Group 5 created ... Really cute and informative!
"Designing an SLO and guiding students through their dream" #2012WLACRetreat
click to view photo

Linda's group is so attentive. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/KZizfh3F

Jack explains the nuts and bolts of SLO development. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/OLEb4dOp

Poster explaining! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/9kz57XoK

Great work! pic.twitter.com/JQ9CIbUO

WOW pic.twitter.com/hxer5NIW

Group 13's poster rocks! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/Q0LG7v2y


Best lunchtime question, "Are the rolls really special?" #2012WLACRetreat

Lunch is ending. We move on to the poster tour!

Here we are all together pic.twitter.com/8db7pNpi

WHICH POSTER will you vote for?? #2012WLACRetreat

WHICH POSTER will you vote for?? #2012WLACRetreat
#2012WLACRetreat Thanks to Sue and her team!

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Reading Apprenticeship FIG meets next week with food! RSVP to Nancy Sander #2012WLACRetreat

30 Nov Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012wlacretreat Sue is talking to us about reading, Reading Apprenticeship and services available

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
If you're interested in Reading Apprenticeship, the FIG meets next week on Thursday, 12/8 at 12:45 in GC 210K #2012WLACRetreat

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Lunchtime!! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/MApqpEIO

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
Geese flying in formation in the green group #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/s5lQjCvQ

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo
3 min left and working down to the wire in the blue group #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/xOzSFPYo

30 Nov Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat The green Group hard at work til lunch! pic.twitter.com/s5lQjCvQ

30 Nov kenyatta bakeer @kenyattab1
Group 12, How do we achieve student success? Ultimately, circle never ends, always making progress #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/JYSzdcLH

30 Nov Shalamon Duke @drshalamondonuke
#2012WLACRetreat Sneek peek pic.twitter.com/pnbmgqYO

30 Nov Rebecca @ORP_West
#2012WLACRetreat describing the program review poster to Matthew pic.twitter.com/o7kyys2h

30 Nov kenyatta bakeer @kenyattab1
Finishing up, group 9. #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/QUk03nH
Clare Norris @NorrisClare

Finishing up! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/YCRml20b
View photo

Rebecca @ORP_West

#2012WLACRetreat Conferring about Reading Apprenticeship pic.twitter.com/som4WwOs
View photo

Mary Jo Apigo @itsmaryjo

SLO assessment is a cycle with students at the center - Red Group 12 #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

Todd Matosic offering his SLO expertise. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/KgQGIu0Y
View photo

Katherine Boutry @boutryk

Who knew how creative our West community was with some arts and craft supplies? "Think funny, witty, visual" says Yvette! #2012wlacretreat
Expand

Rebecca @ORP_West

#2012WLACRetreat Green group goose poster pic.twitter.com/lcKDwebg
View photo

Michael and Maureenake a goal in the green group pic.twitter.com/1OXZjlxk
View photo

Ashanti joined the great green group pic.twitter.com/Q7AkXWUu
View photo

Creativity at it's best in the red group #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/E6zEwoKs
View photo

The nuts and bolts of student learning. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/PYU4HF6z
View photo
#2012wlacretreat My first tweet! Hello west! Have a great retreat.

Shalamon Duke @drshalamonduke [Expand]

#2012WLACRetreat A lot of questions about PR process

Katherine Boutry @boutryk [Expand]

#2012wlacretreat Active, exciting poster making about program review! pic.twitter.com/AHALKaCD View photo

Katherine Boutry @boutryk [Expand]

#2012WLACRetreat Lots of brain work happening here in blue group!

Katherine Boutry @boutryk [Expand]

#2012wlacretreat Alice Taylor visits the blue group. The competition is on! pic.twitter.com/QFydN35F View photo

Katherine Boutry @boutryk

Dean Friedman hard at work on Program Review posters. #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/4wdreFus View photo

Clare Norris @NorrisClare

Yellow group is hard at work! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/NQYa3hVE View photo

Vicky @VicCINes

@drshalamonduke #2012wlacretreat what about the other groups? View conversation

kenyatta bakeer @kenyattab1

Group 10, slo, start coloring in, this is great. Let's cut and use these, these are students. #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/qeILABVs View photo

Clare Norris @NorrisClare

Such talent! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/j3obGelf View photo

Rebecca @ORP_West

#2012wlacretreat Go Green Group! pic.twitter.com/WUM3zcHA View photo

Rebecca @ORP_West

#2012wlacretreat teamwork to connect program review and the EMP and improve institutional effectiveness pic.twitter.com/pWjF3LNU View photo

Rebecca @ORP_West

#2012wlacretreat
#2012wlacretreat aligning with the Educational Master Plan pic.twitter.com/EvXnNzND View photo

30 Nov Clare Norris@NorrisClare SLOs vs. course objectives. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/IZwFju6w View photo

30 Nov Rebecca@ORP_West #2012wlacretreat they area long a much of people for their poster pic.twitter.com/H7UUNdjI View photo

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo@itsmaryjo The red group is all about it at #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/VbuV1oRD View photo

30 Nov Clare Norris@NorrisClare Abel Rodriguez creating an artistic rendering of the continuous improvement process! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/8Ov9atzE View photo

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo@itsmaryjo "The nature of SLO assessment is about perception and creation through design" - Robert Carson, ASO Member #2012WLACRetreat Expand

30 Nov kenyatta_bakeer@kenyattab1 Group 9, let's sketch a cartoon figure of design, let's show a pencil, if we design and measure. #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/ImuPVbMK View photo

30 Nov Rebecca@ORP_West #2012wlacretreat the green group is making a poster pic.twitter.com/3g0rH4fY View photo

30 Nov Rebecca@ORP_West #2012wlacretreat this is the green group pic.twitter.com/XbD44w0M View photo

30 Nov Clare Norris@NorrisClare Key terms crossword! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/GA2XIAoV View photo

30 Nov Clare Norris@NorrisClare Ken and Linda looking at Bloom's Taxonomy. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/a7JSEAq4 View photo

30 Nov Mary-Jo Apigo@itsmaryjo Poster making in the red group at #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/vlumomdR View photo

30 Nov kenyatta_bakeer@kenyattab1
Group 12 an ambitious yet attainable, they compared it to Harvard and Oxford that we want WLAC to be just as prestigious. #2012wlacretreat

30 Nov @NorrisClare Clare Norris
Jack Moy working on an SLO poster. #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/zHZrfzGi
View photo

30 Nov @NorrisClare Clare Norris
#2012WLACRetreat The yellow group is in full effect. pic.twitter.com/TdMgZSxu
View photo

30 Nov @itsmaryjo Mary-Jo Apigo
Helping @boutryk figure out "who she is" at #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/oN1KKzUy
View photo

30 Nov @drshalamonde Shalamon Duke
#2012WLACRetreat Lots of engagement in the Blue group. Blue group rocks!
Expand

30 Nov @kenyattab1 kenyatta bakeer
Finally I got back in tweeter, at WLA College for our leadership retreat #2012wlacretreat
Expand

30 Nov @ORP_West Rebecca
#2012wlacretreat Michelle is our wonderful photographer pic.twitter.com/cJftOAoT
View photo

30 Nov @ORP_West Rebecca
#2012wlacretreat this is my iPad that I'm using to tweet at the retreat pic.twitter.com/AHyqraKF
View photo

30 Nov @boutryk Katherine Boutry
Tweeting for students. Thanks, Clarissa! This is the best break out session! #2012wlacretreat pic.twitter.com/vmFfFu9B
View photo

30 Nov @ORP_West Rebecca
#2012wlacretreat we had a great breakfast pic.twitter.com/76LOf77Z
View photo

30 Nov @ORP_West Rebecca
#2012wlacretreat here's the first one pic.twitter.com/cu39GShC
View photo

30 Nov @NorrisClare Clare Norris
@itsmaryjo We're tweeting! #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/M4rF7uEi
View photo

30 Nov @drshalamonde Shalamon Duke
#2012WLACRetreat All this tweeting is making me thirsty! pic.twitter.com/J9TqtCeI
View photo
30 Nov  Rebecca  @ORP_West
#2012wlacretreat now I'm going to add photos from my iphone
Expand

30 Nov  Rebecca  @ORP_West
#2012wlacretreat I am not able to see Clare's tweet
Expand

30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo  @itsmaryjo
Becoming twe-porters at the #2012WLACRetreat pic.twitter.com/txz5aY2o
View photo

30 Nov  Katherine Boutry  @boutryk
#2012wlacretreat Getting onboard tweeting as a teaching tool.
Expand

30 Nov  Rebecca  @ORP_West
#2012wlacretreat we are learning how to tweet
Expand

30 Nov  Clare Norris  @NorrisClare
Good morning! #2012WLACRetreat
Expand

30 Nov  Rebecca  @ORP_West
#2012wlacretreat This is my first tweet at the west leadership retreat
Expand

30 Nov  Shalamon Duke  @drshalamonduke
#2012WLACRetreat Setting up for 2012 WLAC Retreat Tweet Fest
Expand

30 Nov  Mary-Jo Apigo  @itsmaryjo
What a great turnout for the #2012WLACRetreat with all this rain!
Expand
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